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Whitepaper Iterative Process
March 2008 Workshop with key stakeholders.

Traceability exercise starting with community-identified
high priority climate investigation.

Community input was solicited at
MEPAG, Conferences, and via
electronic communication.
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MEPAG Climate Objective
A. Objective: Characterize Marsʼ Atmosphere, Present Climate, and Climate
Processes Under Current Orbital Configuration (investigations in priority order)

Prioritized Investigations:
1. Determine the processes controlling the present distributions of
water, carbon dioxide, and dust by determining the short- and longterm trends (daily, seasonal and solar cycle) in the present climate
[for upper and lower atmosphere].
2. Determine the production/loss, reaction rates, and global 3dimensional distributions of key photochemical species (e.g., O3,
H2O, CO, OH, CH4, SO2), the electric field and key electrochemical
species (e.g., H2O2), and the interaction of these chemical species
with surface materials.
3. Understand how volatiles and dust exchange between surface and
atmospheric reservoirs, including the mass and energy balance.
Determine how this exchange has affected the present distribution
of surface and subsurface ice as well as the Polar Layered
Deposits (PLD).
Nov. 4, 2009
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Why Mars Surface Science?
Achieving the highest priority MEPAG climate
goals demand global, long-lived, surface
measurements.

THIS IS INESCAPABLE.
(Resistance is futile!)
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The Importance of Surface
Science

Temperature Perturbations

Atmospheric Energy Spectrum

Diurnal Pressure Cycle

Capturing full range of scales requires continuous, high frequency measurements (e.g., fluxes) at a fixed location.
Orbital measurements provide only
state and structure.

Reduced
risk
(and cost) of
future missions.

No complex retrieval algorithms as
from orbit. Surface measurements
provide validation and boundarySurface measurements provide
information on processes and
conditions for orbital retrievals and
interactions.
models.

FINDING
Orbital retrievals are valuable, but are not a substitute for in situ measurements. There is high priority science
that is best achieved or can only be achieved from the surface.
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Mission

Surface Measurements Have not Been Given
Adequate Attention in Proportion to Their
Importance.
Architecture

Mariner 9
(1971)

orbiter

Atmospheric
Instrumentation
Radio Science, UV & IR
Spectrometers, VIS Imager

Surface
Notes
Measurements?
No
First look at basic
atmospheric properties and
state.
Orbiter: Radio Science, water vapor
Yes
First in situ measurements at
and thermal mapping
Mars surface. Longest and
Lander: p, T, winds
best surface climate record
(VL1).
Radio Science, IR spectrometer, VIS
No
Temperature
profiles from
imager
~10-40 km.

Viking 1 & 2
(1975)

Orbiter &
Lander

Mars Global
Surveyor
(1996)

Orbiter

Pathfinder
(1996)

Rover

T, p, horizontal winds; atmospheric
density on descent

Yes

Odyssey (2001)

Orbiter

None

No

Exploration
Rovers (2003)
ESA Mars
Express (2003)

Rover

Mini-Thermal Emission Spectrometer

No

Orbiter

Fourier Spectrometer, VIS Imager,
Radio Science

No

Orbiter

Infrared Spectrometer (Mars Climate
Sounder)

No

Lander

T, p, water, dust, wind, lidar

Yes

Rover

T, p, water, wind

Yes

Reconnaissance
(2005)
Phoenix (2009)

Mars Science
Laboratory
(2011)
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Major Atmos. Sci. Findings

Constrained atmospheric mass,
identified clouds, dust storms,
weather systems, polar caps.
Initial determination of thermal
structure and water distribution.
Documented seasonal CO2 cycle.
Monitoring of dust and water
cycle; impacts of dust on thermal
structure; identification of wave
structures.
T at three near-surface levels;Large amplitude, high frequency
wind calibration problems
T fluctuations; large diurnal T
and short history.
lapse rate variation.
Limited atmos. sci. return
N/A
Crude thermal profiles of
Confirmed large vertical thermal
lowest few km.
variation measured by Pathfinder
Carried Failed Beagle Lander;Added to climate monitoring of
Limb profiling of T and dust. thermal and dust distributions
~2x vertical resolution of
TBD
MGS. T, water, dust vertical
profiles
Very infrequent
TBD
measurements; crude wind
from wind sock; calibration
problems withnot
p. competed. TBD
Investigation
Major technical issues.
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The Previous Decadal Survey

• Of all the missions identified in the previous Decadal
Survey, the Mars meteorology network mission has
perhaps received the least amount of attention.
• No formal NASA studies.
• Intermittently appearing in Mars architecture 10+ years
out.
• The atmosphere is still neglected!
Nov. 4, 2009
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Achieving the Climate Objective
• Regardless of the mission architecture, the dynamic
range of the climate system mandates that the full
achievement of the highest priority MEPAG Climate
Investigations will require long-term, global
measurements.
• Some of the key measurements can only be made at
the surface while others can only be made from orbit.
• The only way to address the highest priority
investigation with a single mission is to establish a
long-lived global network capable of measuring a
variety of fundamental parameters (e.g., T, p, relative
humidity, winds, dust) and fluxes of these quantities
with the global monitoring and telecom support of one
A lofty
goal assets.
that it is not realistic within the coming
or more
orbital
decade.

There is an alternative multi-mission strategy that is realistic over the
next decade.
Nov. 4, 2009
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A Realistic Implementation Strategy
The Boundary Conditions provided by reality:
• A meteorological network requires 16+ stations
(Haberle and Catling 1996).
• A few highly capable stations vs. many very simple
stations.
• A few stations is not sufficient for meteorology
network science.
• A simple station cannot provide the full array of
necessary measurements.

Nov. 4, 2009
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Implementation: Multi-mission
Approach
Global
network

Build, launch, and deploy a global network by the end
of the decade.

Within the decade and
beyond: Plan for a
meteorological network.

Focus on technological hurdles for longlived stations with global dispersion: EDL,
power, communication.

Immediate:
Fly
highly
capable
meteorological instrumentation on every
future lander.

Obtain detailed measurements
(e.g., heat, dust, water,
momentum fluxes) over as
many sites as possible to
understand local behavior.

FINDING
Given the mature state of meteorological instruments, their technical readiness (most are at or
above TRL 5), low cost, relative ease of implementation, and high value to science and
engineering, credible meteorological instruments must be part of every future landed package to
Mars.
The Value of Mars Surface Science -- DS
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Suggested Prioritization of
Measurements
Level 0: pressure, horiz. wind*, temperature* all at >10 Hz,
dust opacity at ~1 hr-1.
Level 1: dust concentration*, humidity*, vertical wind* all at
>10_Hz.
Level 2: trace gases and isotopes (e.g., methane, D/H) at
~1 hr-1
Level 3: E- and B-fields plus electrochemical precursors and
by-products.
Level 4: Vertical profiling of above quantities (e.g., via lidar).

*Some boundary layer structure investigation require simultaneous
measurements at two or more heights.
Nov. 4, 2009
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High TRL, Low Resource Instrumentation

Phoenix Pressure

Wind/Temp
Wind/Dust
MPF ASI/MET
Integrated Met

Humidity Pressure

FINDING
Future payloads should be competed to ensure highest level of science, technical
feasibility, and capability in resource envelope.
FINDING
Core instrumentation for a meteorological station is mature and ready for flight.
Advanced instrumentation is relatively advanced and can be credibly proposed.
Nov. 4, 2009
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Needed Development
Power

Entry, Descent,
Landing
SCRAMP?
Air Bags?
Crushable Landers?
Communication
Critical event coverage on multiple probes.
Multiple node relay with single orbiter.

Milliwatt Radioisotope Power System under
development at NASA Ames Research
Center.

Limited power.

FINDING
Additional network technology development is needed, primarily in the areas of power, high-g EDL,
The
of Mars
Surface Science -- DS
and communication.
Likely requires
a Value
systems
approach.
Nov. 4, 2009
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Foreign Partnership
Strong history of
European interest
in global
meteorological
networks.
This should be
leveraged to speed
development,
reduce cost, and
maximize science.

• UCLA Workshop - 1988
• Rationale and options for atmospheric science
• MESUR (NASA/ARC)- early 1990s
• 16 stations built up over 3 launch opportunities (99,01,03)
• Interior/Surface/Atmosphere
• Transferred to JPL where it morphed into Pathfinder
• Mars Net (ESA) - early 1990s
• 3 stations
• Interior/Surface/Atmosphere
• Never got very far
• Net Lander (CNES) - late 1990s (2007 Launch)
• 4 stations
• Interior/Surface/Atmosphere
• Cancelled in 2003 at end of phase B
• Pascal (NASA) - mid 1990s through early 2000s
• 4 proposals (3 Discovery, 1 Scout)
• 12 to 24 stations
• Atmosphere studies only
• Many technical problems
• METNET (FMI/Russia) - ongoing
• Build up over many launch opportunities
• Interior/surface/atmosphere
• Building prototypes
FINDING

NASA should engage with foreign space agencies to enhance scientific expertise, leverage mutual
technology development, and to reduce the overall cost to any one agency.
Nov. 4, 2009
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Foreign Partnership
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Previous U.S. Network Mission Efforts
Doesnʼt quite fit into
Scout/Discovery box. A
lean version may fit into
NF. Small flagship may
be needed to do it well.
TMCO weaknesses:
Power, lifetime, cost.

A NASA-directed study is
needed to better identify
cost, risk, and feasibility.
Nov. 4, 2009

• UCLA Workshop - 1988
• Rationale and options for atmospheric science
• MESUR (NASA/ARC)- early 1990s
• 16 stations built up over 3 launch opportunities
(99,01,03)
• Interior/Surface/Atmosphere
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Maximizing Science Return
•

•
•
•
•

Surface measurements will help to maximize science return across
the disciplines by reducing risk and reducing resources needed to
minimize risk.
MERs: High priority science landing sites rejected due to
atmospheric predictions. No validation data.
Phoenix: Concerns over winds and thermal activity.
MSL: A repeat performance.
Each surface measurement provides an engineering return on
investment.

FINDING
Surface measurements provide a major risk reduction and cost reduction benefit to
future missions by better constraining the environment and improving environment
predictions.
Nov. 4, 2009
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Compatibility with Geophysics
• Atmospheric science community
recognizes the importance of geophysical
and interior structure investigations and
strongly supports such a mission.
• Inclusion of a meteorological investigation
on such a mission would be welcome.
• A geophysical network of a few stations is
not sufficient to constitute a meteorological
network, but is in concert with the
proposed implementation plan.
Nov. 4, 2009
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Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is high priority science that is best achieved or can only be
achieved from the surface. Orbiters are alone are not sufficient.
Full achievement of the highest priority MEPAG Climate Science
Goal and Objective will require long-term, global measurements
from orbit and the surface.
A global meteorological network designed to address the global
MEPAG climate objective requires ~16-20 nodes.
A realistic implementation plan is to fly highly capable meteorology
investigations on all future landed or in situ spacecraft and to plan
for a global network with core meteorological measurements.
Highest priority measurements can be tied to relatively low resource
instruments in a state of advanced technical readiness.
Surface measurements provide a major risk reduction and cost
reduction benefit to future missions
Credible and competed meteorological instruments must be part of
every future landed package to Mars.
Meteorology should remain as a high-priority Mars network
investigation, as it was in the previous Decadal Survey.
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Conclusion
The National Research Council Space Studies Board
Committee is urged to recommend that all future landed
Mars missions carry a capable meteorological investigation
and that the recommendation for a Mars meteorological
network as a high-priority mission within NASA’s Mars
Exploration Program be retained from the previous Decadal
Survey.
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